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Greetings faculty, staff and students of Concordia Univer-
sity St. Paul, 
November is a time of year that is meant for being thank-
ful. As Thanksgiving approaches I hope that we can all look at 
everything God has given us. We should especially be thankful for 
our friends and family that are placed in our lives for important 
reasons. We are also fortunate to get the chance to further our 
education. Let's give thanks that we have what we need to survive 
in our lives; we may not have everything that we want, but having 
what we need is so much more important. I hope that all of us 
also have the strength to give to others in need during this time of 
year. 
Volume 45, Issue 3 
It is true that we do only live once, and we nee, 
once said, "God never said life would be easy; 
you can all take something from that, and m 
Helena Woodruff 
Editor-in-Chief 
take the most 	As my freiend Stephen 
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Life is the greatest opportunity given to us. We are given a choice everyday and if we 
do not grab the opportunities that are set in front of us, then it is our problem when we do 
not succeed. I encourage each and every one of you to challenge yourself and reach toward 
those goals that you have set for yourself. In addition when given an opportunity, take it and 
give it all that you can You are the only pers 	iat can decide w4ifeyou end up, so make 
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Interfaith Dialogues through the Concordia Mission Society 
By Helena Woodruff 
When students of the Muslim faith at Con-
cordia requested a prayer room for their religious 
community, their request was denied. This is because 
Concordia is a university of the Lutheran Missouri 
Synod faith. Does this mean that Concordia should 
deny other faiths within 
our school? According 
to Justin Downs, if Con-
cordia is going to accept 
students of other religions 
into its community, than 
Concordia should also ac-
cept their requests to have 
room for their faith on 
campus, or at the least, 
room for discussion and 
openness about their faith. 
Student Afrah 
Mohammed, the president 
of the Muslim Student As-
sociation, stated that she 
did not necessarily feel 
denied by the campus, but 
she felt disconnected. She 
also said that students of 
the Muslim faith tend to 
feel disconnected from the 
aspect of campus life. It 
was after the first, "Inter-
faith Dialogue" that the 
Muslim Student Associa-
tion became an organization at Concordia, and it was 
greatly impacted by the experience that took place in 
this event. 
The Concordia Mission Society (CMS) has 
started a new type of event here on campus; these 
events are entitled "Interfaith Dialogues." The first 
interfaith dialogue took place on October 11th, 2009. 
Within these dialogues they have a main goal: under-
stand and establish a conversation with a person of 
another religion on one another's faith. They want 
students of different faiths to be able to trust Chris-
tians and be able to have a unity with one another. 
The CMS also wants students to be able to establish 
a lifelong friendship with one another, despite their 
separate faith journeys. They are posing the question: 
How does a Christian community engage in conver-
sations about other faiths? 
As Justin Downs, the president of CMS 
states, "it is an evangelism explosion!" The time that 
is spent in these sessions accomplishes what it would 
normally take four years to accomplish. The dia-
logues are four weeks long. The first week is entitled 
"exposure." This is where the students express their 
personal stories of their faith journeys. They want 
the students to interact in a respectful and produc-
tive way; they do not want it to be a debate. During 
this week it is more of a one-on-one discussion. They 
want students to express the reason they love their 
faith, because that is why they practice it. 
The second week is the discussion process. 
They go though how the students and others felt 
throughout the first weeks encounter. With the dia-
logue that took place on October 11th, the Muslim 
students prayed in Arabic and then members of the 
Christian faith prayed the Lord's Prayer. This gave  
each group a chance to see how the other group func- 
tions within their own faith. They discussed what 
people understand from each others' faith and what 
they still have questions on. Dr. Carter, a theology 
professor at Concordia, attended this session and 
was asked not to give answers 
but to guide the students into 
knowing that it is not the 
most important part to have 
all the answers, but it is more 
important to find that answer. 
The third week is entitled 
"Integration." During this 
time they bring in someone 
who is post community and 
more experienced with the 
faith the session is focusing 
on. The speaker will focus 
on how to translate the infor-
mation learned into ieal life. 
They will also discuss how 
they go through the process 
of such changes. 
The fourth and final week 
is called "mini-mission." This 
is where they go out to a place 
that deals with the communi-
ty, such as a church or com-
munity center. They try to get 
out and get involved with a 
community and show what 
the purpose of these dialogues are. 
The CMS will continue to hold different in-
terfaith dialogues throughout the year. For instance 
they will be holding one in February working with the 
LGBTQ (Lesbian Gay Bisexual, Transgender Queer) 
organization. The speaker for this dialogue will be 
Alex Heetland, a student here at Concordia. There is 
a good motive behind these new dialogues. CMS and 
all the students that were involved in the first event 
want people to lmow that it is exciting not knowing 
the outcome. They want people to make friends de-
spite their faith background. There is more on the 
inside than a person's faith, and no one should be so 
quick to judge. A person of a different faith could be 
one of the best people you will ever meet. 
Good Luck to Basma 
By Helena Woodruff 
Associate Professor in the Communication Studies Department, Basma Ibrahim DeVries, 
has given birth to her first child. Samuel Ibrahim DeVries was born weighing, 6lbs, 15oz and was 
20 1/4 inches long. Jacob. She has reported that he has been doing well so far despite a few complica-
tions at the hospital. 
On behalf of the Sword staff and everyone else here at Concordia, we would like to wish 
Basma the best of luck on this new journey. We are all looking forward to her return to Concordia, 
but in the mean time, we hope she enjoys her time of absence with the new addition to her family. 
Familly Picture with Jacob 
(4. 
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Concordia Mission Society 
An evangelism EXPOLOSION! 
eel weekly 	 ray, fellows 
draw out evangelism princij  
ngage in interfaith/lifes 
City sub-cultures 
Network with mission cadets in the Twin es  
• Host events so members can learn from mission leaders about 
their philosophies of ministry and how to apply that to our lives 
as Concordia St. Paul students. 
• Have 1 Mini-Mission event each month for students to 
experience missions and evangelism in the Twin Cities. 
What is Concordia Mission Society? 
Concordia Mission Society is a community of mission and evangelism minded 
students learning about and participating in missions in the Twin Cities. 
Our Vision: To be the source of an evangelism explosion that engages students 
in the cycle of discipleship across the barriers of study, race, sex and religion at 
Concordia University, St. Paul. 
Our Mission: To inform, equip, and mobilize students to fulfill the Great Com-
mission by providing evangelism experiences and connections with Christian 
ministries in the Twin Cities area. 
Meeting Times: Fridays 6-7:30pm in the Student Union. Get involved by join-
ing our meetings or activities! 
What Wilt CMS do in November? 
11/13 Erin Krueger will speak about New Life Family Services. An pregnan-
cy crisis center and adoption agency. PIZZA IS PROVIDED!!!! 
11/14 Concordia Mission Society will partner with the Student for Life club 
to tour the facilities of New Life Family Services, experience ministry to fami-
lies in crisis, clean their facilities and prayer walk their community 
11/20 Guest speaker- Mohammed Mohammed will share his experiences as 
someone Who converted from Islam, to Christianity. PIZZA WILL BE PRO-
VIDED!!!! 
11/21 Prayer-walk the campus of Concordia Mission Society and surround-
ing communities. 
What's going on in Student Senate? 
By Katie Benke 
Wait, we have a Student Senate at Con-
cordia? What do they do? When do they 
meet, and what have they been up to this year? 
Well, Concordia's Student Senate is 
made up of twenty senators, five executive 
board members, four hired CAB members, 
and we currently have four open positions for 
Senator Alternates. We meet every Thurs-
day at 5PM in the RLC Senate Office, and 
all students are invited to join us. This year 
we've passed a proposal for a Business Club 
event, we approved the TRUTH Club (a club 
focused on homeless awareness)as an official 
club, and we currently have two proposals on the table. One proposal is for decals 
to identify an official Student Section at Seafoam Stadium. We have also received 
a request from Concordia Television Productions (CTP), to fund a new system 
that would allow a larger number of programs to play on Concordia's TV Channel 
6., Proposals of the past and present can be found on the Student Senate Bulletin 
Board in the tunnel, between the security office and the mentor room. 
Student Senate has also been working to promote our Student Savings Club 
(SSC), which we purchased last year. With the SSC, Concordia students can get 
FREE discounts at local 
businesses by using their 
school ID. For example, 
Green Mill offers $5 off of 
a purchase of $10 or more, 
but if you go during happy 
hour, you get double the 
discount. When I went to 
Green Mill, I got a bever-
age, a dessert, and an ap-
petizer for $4, which is a 
pretty amazing deal, espe-
cially on a college budget. 
The program includes res-
taurants, tanning salons, 
bookstores, coffee shops, 
and much more, it's all 
free to you (courtesy of 
Student Senate). To find 
the list of discounts go to studentsavingsclub.com , pick Minnesota 
click on Concordia University, and then click the "Find Deals" button. 
as your state, 
ulty, students, staff, friends, families and the 
community were all invited to join the endur-
ing beneficial event that was put on at Como 
Lake on Saturday October 24, 2009. With a 
little more than 80 participants including Vice 
President of wanted people to look back at 
things that are finished, but to keep moving 
"onward." This was one of Scott's signature 
phrases often used to conclude conversa-
tions and correspondence with others. In 
that case, Concordia put on an Onward 5K 
Walk/Run to raise funds for a criminal jus-
tice scholarship in memory of Harr. Concor-
dia faculty, students, staff, friends, families 
and the community were all invited to join 
the enduring beneficial event that was put on 
at Como Lake on Saturday October 24, 2009. 
With a little more than 80 participants includ-
ing Vice President of Concordia Dr. Cheryl 
Chatman, Harr's immediate and extended family members have made the process a 
success. Among all the participants and donators, they have raised more than $3,000 
for the Harr scholarship. 
Scott Harr was described by many people who knew him as a humorous, 
courageous, dedicated, truthful, realistic, unconventional, challenging, and the list 
goes on. If you are interested in purchasing a bracelet or t-shirt for the event you may 
contact Melissa Fletcher: Fletcher@csp.edu  or Carolyn Zapor: Zapor@csp.edu for 
they are still accepting money for the event. Please continue to keep Scott's wife, 
children and family members in your prayers. 
Scott Harr, J.D. 
By Anne Ajaluwa 
ny years, Concordia students weren't allowed to drink al-
, even if they were twenty-one years of age or older. This 
when the Concordia administration decided that students 
on pus, but we would not be considered a "wet c.am-
This is because students can only have alcohol in 
yes in their apartment must be at least twenty-
ng twenty-one years or older, they have to pass 
being allowed to have alcohol on campus. 
ors were asked what they thought of the new 
'd that they liked the test and thought of it as 
ut the test was long and tedious. The test al- 
to drink alcohol on campus., In conclusion, 
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Onward Walk/Run in Honor of Scott Harr 
By Hlee Yang 
Unexpectedly, last year on September 30th, 2008, Associate Professor and 
Criminal Justice Department Chair, Scott Harr of Concordia University passed 
away at the age of 55. Scott was survived by his loving wife Diane, of 27 years, two 
children, Kelsey and Richard, and many other loved ones in his family. Scott joined 
Concordia University in 2002 in the Criminal Justice program. Scott brought a 
unique blend of experience in many facets of the criminal justice field, joined with 
more than a decade of teaching in higher education. Scott was responsible for de-
veloping new programs and creating new connections within the criminal justice 
community. He was a vigorous and dedicated advocate for his students, who repaid 
that commitment with exceptional loyalty and Concordia. He was the author of 
several textbooks, including co-author of Constitutional Law and the Criminal Jus-
tice System, a text widely used in classrooms throughout the U.S. 
Scott's work experience was broad-based. He began his career in law en-
forcement in 1978, as a police officer for the city of Edina and later, the city of 
Chaska. He was a legal investigator with Meshbesher, Singer, and Spence Law 
Firm and spent a year as a Thoroughbred Racing Protective Bureau detective with 
Canterbury Downs Racetrack. Throughout his career he also was a licensed private 
investigator, a firefighter, school liaison, and a social worker. Scott began to share 
his expertise in the field through faculty positions at local colleges and universities. 
He served as a faculty instructor at Normandale Community College from 1986-
2000 and as an assistant professor in Metropolitan State University's School of Law 
Enforcement, Criminal Justice & Public Safety from 1999-2002 before joining the 
Concordia community in 2002. 
Scott Harr would have wanted nothing more than a memorial not just 
about him but also the students he served so well. He would not have wanted 
people to look back at things that are finished, but to keep moving "onward." This 
was one of Scott's signature phrases often used to conclude conversations and cor- 
_ respondence with others. In that case, Concordia put on an Onward 5K Walk/Run 
to raise funds for a criminal justice scholarship in memory of Harr. Concordia fac- 
Year Two of on Campus Drinking 
Residence Life Center 
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Chem Demo Day 
Amay Yang 
Tetra Delta hosted their annual Chem Demo Day on the Knoll, October 
28th. Students and faculty came together to learn and celebrate National Chem-
istry week with Tetra Delta during this event. With the help of faculty and staff, 
students were supervised and guided throughout these multiple experiments to help 
educate the bystanders on what they were doing. These students started the morn-
ing off at 11 a.m. by preparing and setting up in the general chemistry lab. From 
there, they worked together to transfer materials to the Knoll, where the show took 
place. 
At noon, Ellie Duffy and Britt Bickert started the event out with an ice 
cream experiment that got the audience interacting with chemistry. Everyone was 
told to grab a ziplock bag of dry ingredients. They were supposed to fill the ziplock 
up with three handfuls of ice and shake the ziplock until the dry ingredients hard-
ened into ice cream. Even though it was a little chilly out, people still had a great 
time with making the ice cream in the bag. They even provided ice cream toppings 
for those who wanted to sweeten and decorate their ice cream to their liking. 
Hayden Vavra introduced the event and talked about what they had in 
store for the students and faculty observing, while learning about how chemistry 
relates to these experiments preformed. Following his introduction were various 
experiments that were performed throughout the hour on the Knoll. One of these  
experiments included a 
reaction involving dry 
ice and magnesium, per-
formed by Brian Both-
well and Bethany Valen-
tin. The product resulted 
in sparks that lit up the 
Knoll. Another interest-
ing experiment that was 
performed was the oxi-
lating color reaction pre-
formed by Mary Slinger. 
This reaction resulted 
in the changing of three 
to four different colors 
in a graduated cylinder. 
Throughout the hour, 
there was a rocket exper-
iment involving metha-
nol and fire, a foaming 
pumpkin, and a reaction resulting in a carbon snake. 
The thermite reaction came last. Performed by Hayden Vavra and Britt 
Bickert, this reaction involved chemicals and reactions used to make bombs and 
ended in a bright, orange glow that melted through a tin cookie sheet. 
Chem Demo Day was a great success. Even though it was a little cold 
out, many people came out, enjoyed the show, and left with information that 
they probably would never have known before. The experiments went smoothly, 
no one got their head blown off, and everything was performed with great safety 
and great enthusiasm. I am excited to see what kinds of experiments they have in 
store for us next year!! 
Photo by Andy Wyss 
Expansion of the Commons Café 
By Helena Woodruff 
The Commons Café is a very popular place on campus. Some might have 
heard rumors of an expansion. This has been confirmed with Eric Goodrich, So-
dexo manager, to be true. "The development of the Café is part of the overall cam-
pus dining renovation," stated Eric. When the project was last discussed, the date 
set for expansion was sometime in July of 2010, but it will depend on funding. 
When asked 
what the rea-




mons Cafe has 




was not built 
to handle the 
type of vol-
ume we expe-
rience or menu 
offerings we 
would like to 
have. Expan-
sion would al- 
low us to expand our menu to have hot toasted sandwiches, more soups, and it 
Fall of 2006." 
as a lot that went into the design for the new fa-
, an it is believed that it will make it a better experience 
for both the employees and the customer. The actual design of 
the expansion will be about six to eight feet. The ordering and 
pickup destinations will be opposite so the direction of traffic 
flow is improved. 
This will more than likely also mean that the staff of 
the café will increase. Eric states: "I would believe that the 
expanded menu will need additional labor on both shifts. That 
certainly depends on campus population as well. 
We would love to see our business grow to the point 
where we need to employ more staff." As a campus we can all look forward to the 
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Dr. Paul Otto Manz 
By David Mennicke 
the years. Surrounded by his family, 
Paul was listening to a recording of 
"E'en So" as he breathed his last. 
Now reunited in heaven, Paul and 
Ruth continue to point us to God's 
promise of eternal life. Created by 
the Father, redeemed by Christ, and 
inspired by the Holy Spirit, they 
share with us the Biblical vision of 
heaven's eternal light in Christ. As 
they did in their earthly lives, Paul 
and Ruth now invite us to sing with 
them and all the saints forever and 
ever, where "Christ will be their all." 
Through God's grace, the lives 
of Paul and Ruth Manz reflected the 
light Christ shone on them--a light of 
grace and joy in all times, good and bad. 
Their shared ministry of service--Paul, 
the internationally renowned organist, 
composer and teacher, and Ruth, the 
constant support, confidante, helpmate, 
and family foundation--touched people. 
Especially Concordia, St. Paul, where 
Paul served as Chair of the Division of 
Fine Arts from 1957 to 1976. The Manz's 
connection to Concordia was combined 
with both joy and sorrow. Among the 
joys are the dedication of our Music 
Building and the founding of Concor-
dia's music program. The sorrow came 
in Paul's heart-wrenching resignation in 
the midst of the turmoil that rocked the 
LCMS in the 1970's. 
Christ's peace and grace even-
tually healed the relationship between 
Concordia and the Manz's. Concordia 
conferred on Paul an honorary doctorate 
in 1994, provided him with office space, 
established the Paul 0. Manz Director 
of Parish Music Endowment, and now 
houses the Paul 0. Manz Archive. Paul 
even taught an occasional class session 
in composition for us. Concordia's 2005 
Homecoming Gala Recital in honor of 
Paul and Ruth Manz extended this rec-
onciliation to all who had lived through 
the tragedy of the 70's here at Concor-
dia. 
So, in the end, Christ's grace, 
truth, and light overcame the dark-
ness. We are left here with wonderful 
memories—students in the 60's in the 
old music building hearing the energy  
of Paul's rapid fire footsteps approach- 
ing on the hard wood floors; organ les- 
sons filled with fingering technique and 
heart-to-heart talks about faith, emotion, 
and the Word; direct, heartfelt conversa-
tions with colleagues, even to the point 
of being blunt—Paul did not bandy 
about with Minnesota nice! (He even 
gave me some well-needed advice over 
the years!). There were the wonderful 
gatherings at the Manz home overseen 
by Ruth. There were the awe-inspiring, 
heart in your throat hymn festivals (our 
staff accompanist, Jeana Ogren, told me 
that the first time she and her husband 
heard a Manz hymn festival, they were 
so excited they couldn't fall asleep that 
night). Paul wrote scores of publications 
and recordings of the Hymn improvisa-
tions that lit a generation of organists 
and congregants on fire. He and Ruth 
led the "organ lofts of Europe" tours 
that so many (including my wife) joined. 
The list goes on and on. In all of these 
activities, they showed a keen interest in 
each person they met—giving them their 
undivided attention, remembering them 
over the years—letting them know that 
they were special and loved as children 
of God. Truly, they exuded charisma as 
a couple, but that charm was not rooted 
in themselves, but in Christ who was at 
the center of their lives—the Christ who 
loved them, redeemed them, and made 
them his own in their Baptism and in 
daily reminding them of that forgiveness 
and new life that is all of ours in Christ 
Jesus. 
To Concordia students in recent 
years, Paul and Ruth were seen as gra- 
cious, kind supporters of their music. 
A favorite memory of many was seeing 
Paul at Christmas concerts, sitting front 
and center, singing "E'en So, Lord Jesus" 
with the choirs, tears streaming down his 
face. This motet, beloved worldwide, has 
become the signature anthem for Con-
cordia, St. Paul. The piece, written over 
fifty years ago by Paul and Ruth in great 
sorrow as they expected their toddler 
son, John, to die, became an anthem of 
thanks at John's recovery (John is now 
a Lutheran pastor, worshipping with us 
today.). The benediction implicit in the 
piece has provided comfort to many over 
eBadmiinfonClubisuri•erthe eaders po resi ent 
Vice President Pa Vue, and Secretary Mary Yang. 
or simply wants to 
terested in joining the 
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On the Verge: A Touching Comedy Complete With Time Travel, 
Rock and Roll, and a Yeti 
By Mimi Alanen 
On the Verge (or The Geography of Yearn-
ing) by Eric Overmeyer tells the story of three reso-
lute female trekkers— Mary (senior Rachel Kuhnle), 
Fanny (senior Jo Gimbel), and Alexandra (sophomore 
Briar-Rose Jacobson)—as they venture into "Terra In-
cognita," Latin for "unknown land," armed with um-
brellas, corsets and a vocabulary of impressive caliber. 
As the plot thickens, the ladies discover they are ad-
vancing through time and the "New World" is actually 
the future. Along the way, they meet various charac-
ters including a cannibal, a yeti, and a troll all played 
by sophomore AJ Longabaugh. 
Concordia's production of On the Verge is di-
rected by guest artist, Buffy Sedlachek who calls the 
play a "celebration of the indomitability of the human 
spirit and the questing intelligence of humans." 
Also, "It is the only play 
I have read that features a 
baby yeti." 
Sedlachek was asked to direct by CSP resident direc-
tor Mark Rosenwinkel, who has worked with Buffy on 
many projects throughout the years. "I always found 
her insight and vision extremely perceptive and power-
ful", says Mark. "She's also a wonderful teacher, and I 
felt that our students would benefit from working with 
her, as she would be very supportive of their personal 
and artistic growth." 
Photos taken by Jim Seemann  
AJ Longabaugh, Jo Gimbel, Rachel Kuhnle, and Briar-Rose Jacobson at On The Verge rehersal 
This has been 
proven true for the stu-
dents involved in the 
show. "Having Buffy 
here is a really great op-
portunity for all of us," 
said Gimbel. "Her expe-
riences have led her to 
many different places. 
What she brings to the 
table really helps me as 
an actress and in my the-
atrical experiences in the 
Twin Cities and beyond, 
and more so, as a woman 
preparing for graduation 
and ready to grab life by 
the reins." 
Character development is a key driving force 
in On the Verge, and each of the three of the female 
actors have found a personal connection with the play 
that they hope will enrich their performances. 
"[As women] we seek adventure, too, some-
times finding it through relationships, and other times, 
not," said Gimbel. "But the fact 
that these women find so much 
joy in their lives as women is really 
powerful and meaningful to me." 
"This play resonates so much with 
me because I'm graduating this 
year," said Kuhnle. "I hope I can face the future as 
fearlessly as my character Mary." 
Jacobson said, "This is one of my favorite 
productions that I have worked on. I feel closer to 
[the characters] than I ever have before. This show is 
something you will not want to miss." 
Hi 
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Rick Love Exhibition Explores the Power of Words 
By Zara Abdi 
The Concordia University Art Department's exhibition, featuring artist 
Rick Love, opens on Thursday, November 19. The exhibition is open to the public 
and will, remain in the Concordia Gallery until Friday, December 18. 
The 	exhibit 
portrays words in a va-
riety of forms. "I have 
always been interested 
in words," said Love. 
"I have always liked 
the way words can be 
used as symbols and 
how they can portray 
both content and im-
age in the same space 
and time. I believe 
that words are still very 
powerful, even if they 
are overused or abused. 
In some form or anoth-
er I have always tried to 
incofporate words into 
my work." 
Generally, the „ Clean is not perfect" by Rick Love 
traditional view of art 
is an expression of emotion through pictures, painting, or sculpture. Art comes to 
life after existing in the mind of the creator and being brought forth into a physical 
manifestation of that profound notion. This exhibition is a different interpretation 
of art: that written words as works of art become a source of information and 
knowledge for readers. 
Love, whose primary medium has been printmaking, has taken to using 
other mediums such 
as LED lights, installa-
tion, video, and power 
point. 
Currently, Love is 
working on a body 
of art that revolves 
around clichés. "The 
idea of using clichés 
has evolved out of 
my long-time interest 
in words," said Love. 
"I have always incor-
porated words in my 
work, but it hasn't been 
until this past year that 
I have put such a strong 
focus on one word." 
This exhibition is an 
interesting and reward-
ing experience for those 
who are curious about the power of words, their significance to art, and how words 
are used to express various emotions. 
  
"Love's Pure Light" 
By T.G. Schoenberg 
 
 
Each year, Concordia University's Music Department collaborates with the 
Art and Theatre Departments to present the annual Fine and Performing Arts Christ-
mas Concert This year's concert entitled "Love's Pure Light" will be held in the Bue-
tow auditorium Friday, December 4 at 7:30pm; Saturday, December 5 at 5:30pm; and 
Sunday, December 6 at 3pm. 
Each year, a theme is. chosen for the occasion; this year's theme, Love's Pure 
Light, is taken from the lyrics "Silent night, holy night, Son of 'God, love's pure light" 
of the classic Christmas hymn "Silent Night".The concert will be divided into three 
sections: one focused on love, one focused on purity, and another on light. 
The first part will feature songs that all talk about love, specifically the love of 
God. The second portion will focus on the "purity" of Jesus' life on Earth. The final 
section covers light, both here on Earth and in heaven. There will even be a time set 
aside for the audience to joirrthe choirs in singing Christmas carols. 
'Performing will be the Jubilate Choir, directed by Shari Speer, the Christus 
Chorus, directed by David Mennicke, a mass choir of Jubilate and Christus members 
directed alternately by Speer and Mennicke, the Handbell Ensemble directed by Car-
olynne Mathis, a special brass ensemble of faculty and guests, and Concordia Univer-
sity organist, John Eggert. Each group has been working very hard to prepare for the 
concert, having not only regular rehearsals, but also Sunday practices, and even an 
October group retreat. - 
Saturday's concert will be at 5:30pm to make room for the possibility of the 
Concordia women's volleyball team playing in the National Championship game later 
that night. 
Tickets are available online at vvww.csp.ed -ultickets, or by calling 1-866-811 : 
4111. Adult tickets are $12 and students and seniors are $10. In addition, rush tickets 
will be available the last week before the concerts. If you love great music, want a break 
from finals, or just love the holiday season, then go check out this year's Christmas 
concert.  
ine First Weekend of December 
Photo by Cate Vermeland 
The Seafarer 
The Jungle Theater 
Tuesday-Simday, Nov 13 thru Dec 20 
Rumored student discounts available 
"It's Christmas Eve and Sharky has returned to 
Dublin to look after his irascible, aging brother 
who has recently gone blind. Old drinking buddies 
Ivan and Nicky are holed up at the house too, hop-
ing to play some cards. But with the arrival of a 
stranger from the distant past, the stakes are raised 
ever higher. In fact, Sharky may be playing for his 
very soul...A stunning, towering new play by the 
author of Shining City." —The Jungle Theatre 
 
Big Bad Voodoo Ej a s W'ild and 
Swin • in' Holida Part 
Paniages eatte, 	i eapo 
Saturday, Decembex 5 t 
Ticket price $32- 
purchase by phone 1.810 9$ 
"Big Bad Voodoo Daddy's Wild and Swingin' Ho, 
iday Party will showcase the Southern Califo 
retro swing band's massively successful fusio 
music from jazz and swing to Dixieland and ' 
band. Since arriving on the scene in 1993, 
music has been featured in over sixty movies a 
television shows. This seven-man group's season-
al concert will feature yuletide classics like "Blue 
Christmas," "Jingle Bells" and "We Three Kings" 
in rollicking Big Band extravaganzas."—Hennepin 
Theatre Trustreverence. –The History Theatre 
Art 
Event Horizon 
The Walker Art Center 
Free with admission 
Admission free on Thursday 
"Highlights and hidden secrets of the Walker's con-
temporary art collections are presented in a lively se-
quence of rotations that unfold throughout the exhi-
bition's run. Inspired by the idea of the event horizon, 
a term that describes the edge of observable space, 
this exhibition threads together major themes and 
developments in contemporary art, while showcas-
ing works in the context of the events that produced 
them. In changing over time it reflects the many 
voices, perspectives, and programs advanced by the 
Walker over the past half-century, while acknowledg-
ing the continual evolution of art collections as works 
are added to the mix." –The Walker Art Center 
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Slam Poetry: What Is It? 
By Christopher Gibson 
What do metaphors, stage presence, imagery, 
attitude and courage all have in common? Two things: 
arsenal of a good slam poet and were all present at the first 
annual Concordia University Urban . Poetry Night hosted by C 
UMOJA. 
Now, you may be asking yourself, "What is slam 
poetry?" Or perhaps you group it with'all the other poetry that 
your high school English teacher crammed down your throat 
and you subsequently rejected. But slam poetry is a whole new 
ball game to many. Slam poetry, or slamming as a verb, is an 
intense performance-based form of poetry. The poet 
combines not only the skills of poetry but those of 
performance as well. It is a slam poet's goal to make a form 
of connection with the audience—to evoke laughter or sadness. 	This can 
only be done if the person portraying these emotions can, or at least seem to, be 
authentic. 
The writing of slam poetry is also unique. While slam writing is still heav-
ily dependent on word choice and metaphors it does thrive off simplicity. The story  
is immediately brought to the listener's attention so that they can make a relation 
to the topic. Saint Paul actually is the "Slam Poetry Capital" and is home to the 
National Champion Slam Team of 2009 as well as renowned 
sla:mmer "6 is 9." The CAB and UNIOGJA poetry night 
featured Concordia's own Kama Johnson and Marcel Doe. 
There were also few local celebrity guest poets like EZRA, 
a long time nationally competing slam poet. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • UMOJA, fronted by Co-Presidents • • • • Afrah Mohammed and Marquita • • • • Walker, hopes to host 	• • • 
• F another Poetry Slam in ebruary • • • 
• as part of Black History Month. 	• • • 
• For more information, email 	• • • 
• Afrah at mohammea@csp.edu . 	• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
body language, 
they are in the 
Live Art in the Twin Cities 
By Rachel Kuhnle 
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A Few Words with Dr. Hillmer Concerning 
A People's History of the Hmong 
By Zara Abdi 
Dr. Paul Hillmer's most recent book 
A People's History of the Hmong will be 
printed December 15 by Minnesota 
Historical Society Press. Hillmer will 
give a lecture on the first Friday of De-
cember 6 at noon in LTC room 214 as 
part of the First Fridays Lecture Series. 
A native Iowan and Concordia Saint Paul alumnus, 
Hillmer graduated from Concordia in 1982. He then 
pursued graduate study in history and at the same 
time supervised the front desk at the library. Hillmer 
became a full time instructor in 1994 and has been at 
Concordia ever since. 
I caught up with Dr. Hillmer Monday afternoon in 
his office to discuss his forthcoming book. 
Zara: How did you get interested in writing a book 
about the Hmong people and their history? 
Hillmer: It initially started off with a basic idea and 
questions. I was taking one of my Hmong students 
to an internship and began to ask questions about his 
family's history and their experiences. The student 
said that his parents didn't talk about it. They were 
either too busy working, helping the family, etc... And 
then I said would you like to know? We got a group 
of eight Hmong students together and had them inter-
view their parents and grandparents. Hmong students 
who already had a great sense of history took the proj-
ect on and helped me with it. That was the beginning 
Z: How long did it take you to write this book? 
H: I began writing the book in May 2007. I visited 
places like Laos and Thailand and in July 2008; I was 
back teaching at school full time. 
Z: From what I hear this book is rather controver-
sial. Tell me, what are the controversial aspects of 
the book? 
H: Anytime you deal with a refugee population, 
you encounter people with strong feelings. Who 
is to blame? Who are the heroes of the story? "The 
villains?" You learn secrets within the community, 
which those outside have no knowledge of. I also in-
terviewed a number of people, ex-CIA, members of 
various conservative political groups who were en-
couraging and supporting the efforts of some Hmong 
to go back to Laos and fight the communists. There 
is former military leader, General Vang Pao, who is 
still a potent political figure in the U.S., who had been 
arrested in June 2007 for attempting to overthrow the 
communist government. That threw my project off; I 
had interviewed him once and was hoping to conduct a 
more in-depth interview, and that clearly was not going 
to happen. 
Z: Did you ever get that interview with General Vang 
Pao? 
H: No. 
Z: Do you think this book is going to be an addition to 
the Hmong Studies curriculum on campus? 
H: I didn't specifically write this book as a textbook, I 
wanted to write something that would answer the ques-
tions that I and my students had asked. I wanted to write 
something that would speak to the Hmong who are now 
adults but have spent most of their time in America, 
hearing bits of their history but not the whole story. 
Now, this book does not cover everything! But I wanted 
it to address difficult issues. That, in turn, raises nu-
merous personal issues. Will I be attacked for what 
I've written because I am not Hmong? Will I be seen 
as insensitive, racist? Despite these concerns, I have 
an obligation as a historian to conduct my research 
responsibly and then issue my findings. And I realize 
I have the ability to cover certain topics that Hmong 
scholars may not feel comfortable discussing publicly. 
Z: Are you interested in studying the history of oth-
er immigrant groups in Minnesota? 
H: I am interested in everything! But I try to focus on 
things I think I can do well. Under different circum-
stances I might well have studied Somali, Sudanese 
or Eritrean refugees. Those kinds of projects would 
interest me—but then again, they might just read the 
book on the Hmong and not let anyone in the commu-
nity near me! I am interested in any story that helps 
us understand ourselves. By studying the Hmong, it 
reminds me of what my ancestors had to go through 
when they came to America. This is one of the central 
points of the book: Failed American foreign policy 
forced people to come here because they no longer felt 
safe in their own homeland. Other immigrant groups 
were forced to leave their homelands because of war, 
starvation, or because they lost their land during the 
industrial revolution. Many people's ancestors in ages 
past went through what the Hmong, Somali, Suda-
nese and others went through to get here. People look 
at immigrant groups and find them strange because 
of the way they speak or dress, I am sure when grand-
pa came here, there were those who probably found 
him strange because of the way he dressed and how 
he spoke German instead of English. Finding those 
points of commonality is crucial instead of pointing 
fingers. 
Z: Are you going to have a book signing event on 
Campus? 
H: There is going to be a book signing event on cam-
pus, probably around mid January. I'll coordinate it 
with Lee Pao Xiong, director of the Center for Hmong 
Studies. 
Z: Thank you Dr. Hillmer for allowing me an op-
portunity to interview you. 
H: You are welcome and thank you for taking your 
time to come and interview me. 
Best Turkeys: Charlie Brown 
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Dates to note provided by wikipedia 
First Tuesday 
• In Australia, the Melbourne Cup horse race is 
held annually on the first Tuesday in November. 
This is. Australia's major Thoroughbred horse 
race. Billed as The race that stops a nation, it is a 
race for three-year-olds and over over a distance 
of 3,200 metres. It is the richest and most pres-
tigious "two-mile" handicap in the world, and 
one of the richest turf races in the world. 
Tuesday After the First Monday 
• In the United States, elections are held on 
the Tuesday after the first Monday of Novem-
ber (between November 2 and November 8). In 
even-numbered years, members of the House of 
Representatives are elected to two-year terms, 
and about one third of the U.S. Senate are elect-
ed to six-year terms. The President of the United 
States is elected in years divisible by four. Most 
U.S. states, counties, and municipalities have 
some part of their election cycle coincident with 
this date. 
Third Wednesday 
• GIS Day is held the 3rd Wednesday of No-
vember during Geography Awareness Week. 
Third Thursday 
• The Great American Smokeout sponsored 
by the American Cancer Society occurs on the 
third Thursday of November, one week before 
Thanksgiving. Smokers are encouraged to quit 
smoking for these 24 hours, in hopes that they 
will quit forever. 
• International Philosophy Day 
Fourth Thursday in the USA 
• Americans celebrate Thanksgiving on the 
fourth Thursday of November. 
The day after Thanksgiving in the USA 
• A famous day for shopping known as "Black 
Friday" is the beginning of the traditional 
Christmas shopping season. 
Monday immediately following 
Thanksgiving Day in the USA 
• Cyber Monday refers to the ceremonial kick-
off of the holiday online shopping season in 
the United States between Thanksgiving and 
Christmas. Whereas Black Friday is associated 
with traditional brick-and-mortar stores, "Cyber 
Monday" symbolizes a busy day for online re-
tailers. 
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The Saints Come Crawling In 
M! 	!\! „Pr 	!!\:!PM 
Til!LINtr, PMf 
See it? 
If you're a diehard fan of the first one, you have 
to go see this movie! I do not mean to discourage fans 
of this franchise at all. By all means, go see this and re-
peat because I certainly wilrbe; It has everything that an 
avid admirer needs to walk away from the theaters with 
a smile. With the entire film crew returning, it brings 
the same sadistic satisfaction as the original. 
However, if you're a first-timer, I recommend 
investing your money elsewhere during these tough eco-
nomic times because you just are not going to under-
stand or enjoy this. 
The Boondock Saints II: All Saints Day 
By Stephen Lybeck 
After ten years, the sequel to the mega-vio-
lent cult classic has arrived! The Boondock Saints II: All 
Saints Day has officially lashed into theaters. 
Plot 
After hiding in Ireland for a decade, the Mc-
Manus brothers (Sean Patrick Flanery and Norman 
Reedus) travel back to Boston with a vengeance after 
discovering they had been framed for the murder of 
a priest. The Saints get help from a gawky Mexican-
American named Romeo (Clifton Collins, Jr.) as they 
exterminate all the "evil men" in the city that were 
involved. 
In the meantime, the Saints are being tracked 
by their old friends in the Boston Police Department 
along with the erotic and intelligent FBI agent Eunice 
Bloom (Julie Benz). A subplot of the "The Duker si" 
(Billy Connolly) past is ineffectively intertwined, but 
still creates' an excuse for more eye candy in this sa-
distic saga. All these aspects of story lead up to the 
unpredictable ending. 
Review 
The portrayal of the fake-bearded Saints in 
Ireland is hilarious when it is not suppose to be. The 
time period of this movie wasn't one hundred years 
ago. I understand that the Saints were living in se-
clusion to go unnoticed, but the McManus brothers 
from the first flick would not have survived the bitter 
weather of Ireland in a log cabin without pizza and 
beer. 
The movie has a lot of the same stuff the first 
one had: silenced pistols, crude humor, and blood. 
As the movie went on, it got better and better. The 
dialogue definitely had its moments of brilliance with 
clever humor and pop culture references. Still, its 
overall mediocrity made characters weak and lacking 
depth. The bottom line is Troy Duffy, director and 
writer, tried to do too much in two hours. 
God is nothing like 
we could ever imag-
ine. God is abso 
OTHER. than us 
holiness and 
far exceed the cni 
bounds of our hu 
concept of either tra 
can 
cou 
unholy people if He is so hO 
their hearts in His love and forg 
ness. Few people stop to think 
God is BOTH. God is so holy a 
much that He did the unthinkable an 
Son, Jesus Christ, to die in our place so t 
e in Him we can spend eternity in 
at does He ask in return for 
unfathomable free gift He gives us? Holmes 
word "holy" literally means, "set apart." 
does it mean to be set apart and how do we 
complish that? Look to Peter's words in I Pe 
1:13-16, In these verses there are 5 comma 
given: Prepare for action, Be self-contro 
your hope on heaven, Do not back-trac 
holy. Many Christians struggle with the id 
holiness because they have never made a de 
to live their lives FULLY for the Lord! 
Take a moment to apply these 5 co 
to your own life and truly examine yo 
Are you living a set apart life for the Lord? Or 
are you a lukewarm Christian who deserves to 
be spat out of God's mouth? It's never too lat 
surrender your all to the Lord and s 
to be Christ-like in holiness and love, 
set apart for His glory! 
What's Cooking in the RLC: Homemade Pot 
Instructions: 
Step 1: Pre-heat oven to 350 
Step 2: Cook chicken on a skillet with cooking oil. This will take 
about 4-6 minutes. (For more tender and moist chicken, poke a 
hole in chicken breast, squeeze lemon inside and bake in the oven 
for about 45 minutes). Once your chicken is cooked, chop it up 
into smaller pieces. 
Step. 3: Peel potatoes and chop them up into small pieces. (The 
smaller they are, the faster they cook.) 
Step 4: Dump veggies, potatoes, chicken, and cream of chicken 
soup into the pie crust. If the consistency is too thick for your 
taste, add a little milk. Then take the second pie crust out of the 
tin and lay it on top, of the other. (It's okay if the crust doesn't 
keep its shape, it will still taste just as good.) Poke a few small slits 
in the middle of the crust. 
Step 5: Place it in the oven and wait about 30 minutes. 
Step 6: Eat it! 
By Annie Pitschka 
Better than Sodexo, healthier than Taco Bell, and al-
most as good as your mom's cooking. I guarantee it. 
You can't go wrong unless you burn it. 
Cost: $15.00 give or take 
Time to make: 1 class period 
Servings: Feeds 1 football player or 6 middle schoolers 
You will need: 
1 package of pre-made pie crust 
1 bag of frozen veggies 
1 potato 
1 can of cream of chicken soup 
2-3 chicken breasts 
Cooking Oil or a Lemon 
A: This sweet and sour fruit sauce tops off any 
savory Thanksgiving meal! 
UMBS DOWN 
45, 
tombs Up/Thumbs Down: Thanksgiving Food 
Ashley Marzolf vs Emily Bertram 
A: Hold the turkey and extra stuffing for me 
please! Nothing says Thanksgiving better than 
the smell and taste of stuffing! 
E: Another Thanksgiving Day staple that I 
don't not understand. It could possibly be that 
I'm a very picky eater, but I do not like that 
stuffing is at least one of three things; soggy, 
salty or too dry. 
A: There is no other acceptable dessert 
for Thanksgiving dinner! NONE! With a 
little dollop of whipped cream, delicious! 
E: I'd prefer apple to pumpkin, but pump-
kin pie is so seasonal I can't help but en-
joy it whenever I get the opportunity. 
5 
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A: Again it makes the dry turkey tolerable, and 
goes nicely with stuffing too! Plus, how can 
you not love mashed potatoes and gravy? 
E: Gravy can go on top of pretty much anything 
on Thanksgiving. My personal gravy tastes 
would be not only on the mashed potatoes, but 
the turkey as well. Combine all three and you've 
got a great meal. 
E 
CL 
green bean casserole 
A: I know it is supposed to be the best part 
of Thanksgiving, but I really do not care for 
it. It always seems to be dry and plain com-
pared to all of the wonderful Thanksgiving 
side dishes. 
E: Ah, the food for which Turkey Day is 
named. I love turkey. The center piece of ev-




A: Thumbs up. Whose aunt 
doesn't bring this time tested 
dish? I probably would not 
like it if I had to eat it all 
the time. Yet once a year on 
Thanksgiving this cream-of-
mushroom soup and french 
fried onion topped green 
bean dish hits the spot. 
E: One reason: green beans. No 
one in my family likes green beans, 
yet some relative is sure to bring it 
and plop it right down in front of 
me. Time for those relatives to real-
ize that when no one eats what you 




A: Probably one of the best parts of 
the 'Whole meal, and it makes that 
dry turkey tolerable. Seriously it is 
comfort food! 
E: My favorite food on the Thanks-
giving Day menu, closely followed 
by turkey, my mom makes two dif-





E: I've never eaten a bit of cranberry sauce that Hiked. 0 
Maybe it's the chunks of cranberry, maybe its how the 
sauce holds the shape of its previous container but I 
have never enjoyed this Thanksgiving Day staple. 
MLK Challange Service Event 
Don't miss this exciting service event—schedule your break so you'll be back in time 
to attend! 
By Kelly Dotson 
Tuesday, January 19th (the day before classes start for Winter term) 
12:30-5:30 pm 
Schedule of events: 
12:30 pm 
Meet in Buetow Auditorium 
This will be a gathering in the Buetow in which UMOJA, TRUTH, and other student groups will remind 
us why we serve to celebrate the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. 
1:00 pm 
Receive your service challenge and depart 
Students will be split up into teams and assigned a service challenge. From there, it's a bit like the amazing 
race...Set out to complete your challenge! If you are musical (vocally) we could especially use your help—
one of our challenges will involve singing! 
4:15 pm 
Return to campus 
Our challenges will be completed by 4:00 and it will be time to head back to campus. 
4:30 pm 
Pizza party and closing celebration! 
Free pizza will be provided while groups share how their challenge went! We will have a slideshow with 
photos from the day to show too! 
Who should come? 
Any Concordia student, faculty, or staff member is invited to participate! Get your friends to all come 
back a bit early from break so you can spend the day serving with them and catching up after your long 
holiday break apart! 
Will we be outside? 
Only for traveling to the work site. All of the service will be inside so you won't freeze! 
Can I come for part? 
Because of the opening & closing celebrations it is best to be there for the duration of the event, but if you 
have a scheduled campus event that prevents you from coming to the first part, let Kelly Dotson know and 
she can give you a "challenge" that starts a bit later! 
How do I sign up? 
The easiest way is to RSVP is on the online registration posted on the campus portal page. There will also 
be a facebook page. Search for MLK Challenge Service Event (it is underneath the CALL Center page). 
Or email Kelly Dotson at dotson@csp.edu and she can send you the registration link. You can also sign 
up with your RA as a floor to compete in the challenge! 
Why should I do it? 
It's a great way to meet new CSP students in a relaxed and fun environment, you have no homework dur-
ing this time, it's a great way to give back to the St Paul community, and you'll have a blast! 
MAKE A DatERENCE while HAVING FUN!!! 
The Call center is sponsoring this event 
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Does President Obama Deserve the Nobel Peace Prize? 
By Mimi Alarm 
The Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded 
many times to people who may or may not have de-
served it. Also, those who the majority of the world 
would agree do deserve it have been overlooked. 
Mahatma Gandhi, for example, never received the 
Nobel Peace Prize despite being nominated in 1937, 
1938, 1939, 1947 and, finally, a few days before he 
was murdered in January 1948. It has been awarded 
to those who have settled wars and brought cross-
border peace to nations, true heroes of world peace. 
Recently, complaints have been lodged 
about whether or not President Barack Obama de-
served the Nobel Peace Prize he was bestowed with 
and accepted on October 9th. The complaints and 
praise come from varying citizens despite their po-
litical party or affiliation. 
The Nobel Peace Prize, according to the No-
bel Committee, is supposed to be awarded for "work 
in humanitarian efforts and peace movements." The 
winner should have accomplished something great 
in order to deserve the award. All I have seen from 
this year's winner are promises that are not being 
followed through. I do not agree with Obama and 
his promises, so I personally want to revert to child-
hood for awhile with a few "I-told-you-so"s aimed 
at the political left for Obama's inaction. Now with 
Obama accepting the Nobel Prize for accomplishing 
nothing, I'm not so sure I'm going to hold back my 
eye rolling. His promises and goals are still just that,  
promises and goals. His peace prize was awar 
the same week that a delay was announc 
administration's plans to close down 
Bay prison and Israel's foreign 
to the world that Obama's pro 
Middle East is not coming 
day Night Live's comedic s 
Obama's empty promises i 
than most of the country 
Personally, I think the bestowment of this 
prize to Obama says more about the Nobel commit-
tee than it does about what President Obama has 
or hasn't accomplished. Admittedly, the election of 
Obama created a better opinion of the US in the 
eyes of the European and Scandinavian countries, 
but awarding him with the Peace Prize was not the 
best move for the Norwegian committee to make. I 
thought-that the Nobel Prize was awarded for a life-
time of work culminating in a change that affects a 
significant amount of humanity; I also though 
the Nobel Prize recognized a lifetime of sac 
Interviews with a Nobel winner usually go s 
thing like, "I was completely surprised that I won - I 
didn't do the work to win the awarc I did it to do 
the work." However, if, as the Commi e,5,4y§., this 
is to "encourage" Obama to do peaceful w 
not claim to know the future and will acknow 
that it may have the effect they are seeking. Time 
will tell. Part of the reason for the skepticism over 
e is that Obama had been pres-
the nomination process 
es to me that they had 
for his promises 
e bi *barna should 
e award 1§ beca there was a 
e for the p r. A young 
e of Neda-Agha Sol n, an ac-
eedom in Iran who was kille by thugs 
r the Islamist theocracy, was nominated 
to receive the prize posthumously. Obama refer-
enced her as "a worthy young woman" whom he 
would "share" the prize with in his acceptance of 
the prize. 
So, does Obama deserve the prize? Not yet. 
not saying he won't eventually, but I cannot be-
lieve that they'd give the prize to someone with the 
majority of his legacy still to be decided. In contrast, 
e Nobel Physics pri.ze was awarded for work con-
en Obarna was 8 years old. 
ould you have given an international 
resident 	one p o 	after 9/11 (set- ., 
ting aside any discussio 	er he deserved an 
award)? There's still way too uch that can happen 
s'e international spotlight 
Nobel Committee regret its 
ident all of 
had corgi to a clos 
him in mind for this 
Why the Green Bay Packers are better than the Minnesota Vikings 
And the facts to back it up. 
By T.G. Schoenberg 
For years, sports fans in the upper Midwest 
have butted heads over who is the greatest football 
team in the land. The two teams in question are, 
of course, the Green Bay Packers and the Minne-
sota Vikings. Both franchises have had their share 
of ups and downs, but in the end, only one ca 
be crowned the better team. All biases 
aside, the better team is clearly the 
Green Bay Packers. 
The main reason Green 
Bay is the superior team is the most 
obvious: on-field success. Currently, 
the Packers hold twelve titles, the 
most in the NFL. The Vikings have only 
one World Championship under their belts. 
They have zero Super Bowls compared to Green 
Bay's three. 
Another major factor that separates these 
two teams is fan loyalty. Despite not having the pub-
licity and numbers of a major city, the Packers have 
managed to sell out every home game since 1960, 
a record. The Packers have a waiting list of over 
78,000 names for season tickets. The Vikings, on the 
other hand, almost had three "blackouts" last sea-
son alone. A blackout is the term given to a game  
that was originally intended to be televised, but not 
enough fans show up to the game to make the game 
TV-worthy. 
In addition to better fans, the Packers also 
boast better players. The Pro Football Hall of Fame 
esides in Canton, Ohio. Within these hallowed 
walls are bronze busts of some of 
the greatest athletes of all 
time. Green Bay has 
enty-six busts of their 
best players in Canton. 
The Vikings? Just seven. 
Also, since the Vikings are 
seemingly unable to draft tal- 
ent of their own, they have resorted to pil-
fering players from the Packers in recent years. 
This includes three future Hall-of-Famers: Ryan 
Longwell, Darren Sharper, and Brett Favre. 
Better fans, better players, and better own-
ers: the triple-crown of a superior franchise. The Pack-
ers are unique in that they are only team owned by 
the fans themselves. Every few years, Green Bay fans 
can buy stock in the team and become part-owners. 
As a result, the franchise will never be relocated. The 
Vikings, however, are at the mercy of greedy owners. 
Vikings owners have threatened to move the team sev- 
eral times. 
Lambeau Field, the Packers' historic home 
stadium, is another thing that puts them above the 
Vikings. Football fans from all over the coun-
try flock to get a little taste of history on one 
of the famous tours of Lambeau Field. The 
Vikings call the Hubert H. Humphrey Me-
trodome home. The Metrodome opened in 
1982, and has since served as a playing area 
for the Minnesota Twins, Vikings, and Golden 
Gophers. While the Packers tough it out in the 
harsh northern winters each season, the Vi-
kings take the easy way out, playing in 
comfortable seventy degree 
weather every home game. During a 
recent Major League Baseball player's survey, the 
league asked players to name their favorite stadium. 
Every stadium in the league got at least one vote, 
except one: the Metrodome. This is a testament to 
just how awful the Vikings home stadium really is. 
With a better stadium, better players, fans, 
and owners, the Green Bay Packers easily separate 
themselves from the Vikings as the superior fran-
chise. While both sides hold biases, there can be no 
arguing the facts. Vikings fans, take a seat, and give 
the greatest franchise of all time the credit they de-
serve. 
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By Levi Gribbon 
By Brennan Blomgren 
I like researching weird stuff. Given the fact that I 
am weird myself, this really isn't terribly surprising. 
I love writing about stuff for fun, and for the Sword. 
I also like indulging my imagination, making things 
up that are even more bizarre than what the world 
can make. I usually succeed, but sometimes I like to 
challenge the world to beat my mind in the weird-war. 
So, in honor of this decision, I decided to sit down 
and do some actual work for a change. I thought that, 
before making something up, I'd give reality a chance 
to compete with my twisted, warped, and deranged 
brain. I proceeded to do some extensive and dedicated 
research, as I have learned how to do during my long 
and productive stay at Concordia University. 
Before I continue, I have an announcement to the 
world: I give up. I thought I was a twisted, warped, and 
strange person, but you world, have proved that your 
reality is still a billion times more insane. 
Apparently there's this company in Canada called 
Nexia Biotechnologies. Because of some madness 
(probably born from an overabundance of moose), 
they decided that it would be great if they could some-
how farm spider silk. Spider silk is apparently one of 
the strongest substances on the planet, even though it 
snaps whenever I happen to walk into a web. It's also 
pretty much impossible to make artificially because, I 
dunno, maybe spiders murder anyone who tries while 
they sleep. My main question is: Why would we want 
News bpiers 
Andy Wyss attemps military coup of 
SWORD News Briefs 
Andy Wyss, former Sword editor and creator of 
the paper's News Briefs, returned to CSP on November 
5th with a legion of devoted followers at his back. Ar-
rested at the end of last year for making all of the News 
Briefs up, he broke out of jail on November 3rd before 
raising a large army. His purpose was to seize control of 
the Op Ed section and regain cofitrol of the News Briefs 
section from current editor, Brennan Blomgren 
After a long struggle, the attempted coup ended 
with a dramatic sword battle atop the RLC clock tower 
between Wyss and Blomgren. As the clock struck mid-
night, Blomgren disarmed the traitorous writer and 
kicked Wyss off the edge of the tower, after which he 
mysteriously vanished and has not been seen since. "The 
people of Concordia can sleep safe now that this mad-
man has been defeated," said Blomgren after the battle.  
to synthesize 
this stuff 






spider farms is hard, due to their territorial nature, the 
debilitating nightmares inflicted on the farmers, the 
horrible flesh-eating poison, etc. Due to the difficulty 
these mad Canadian scientists decided to GENETI-
CALLY SPLICE SPIDERS WITH GOATS. Go fig-
ure. this sounds like the plot of some horrible horror 
movie called "Attack of the Spidergoats." Now, some 
of you may be asking how exactly this solves the spi-
der silk harvesting problem. Simple! Scientists planned 
this so that, instead of milk, these goats would produce 
spider silk. That's right - these abominations would be 
shooting spider webs out of their nipples. This is ap-
parently so much more simple and safer than just col-
lecting cobwebs. I wish I could make stuff like that up 
- I'd have a more lucrative horror-writing career than 
Stephen King. 
Of course, being as paranoid as I am, I cannot help 
but notice several key facts. Spiders are among the most 
effective and devious hunters in the animal kingdom, 
but are also tiny and don't have much of an appetite. 
Goats, on the other hand, are larger, eat everything, 
and are commonly associated to Satan. This seems to 
be the perfect way to create a diabolic predator that can 
climb anywhere, run faster than a human being, spin 
giant man traps out of its nipple webs, and eat every-
thing from bedsheets to raw human flesh. This, surely, 
will have no negative consequences whatsoever.There 
is time to stop this madness, right? 
Maybe if we lived in a continent where scientists 
were sane. However, the fact that this is even an issue 
pretty much proves that to be wrong. So naturally, they 
already exist. Their names are Peter and Webster. En-
joy your nightmares. 
World NOOZ: Hu Jinato Awarded 
Nobel Peace Prize 
In a stunning decision, Chinese Leader Hu 
Jinato was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize on Friday 
thanks to his rigorous and so-far unyielding stance on 
refraining for the moment to take over the entire world. 
"Jinato has an immensely powerful military 
force, a terrifying economy, and a nation that has some 
of the most impressive production capability of any oth-
er in the world," said a knowledgeable representative. 
"Furthermore, China is nuclear capable, and has been 
making aggressive overtures for some time. Many of us 
expected that he'd have taken the world over by now But 
he hasn't!" 
Jinato himself was just as surprised as anyone 
else for the announcement. "I never thought that I'd be 
awarded a prize simply because I haven't invaded any-
one! Maybe I should delay my invasion another year to 
see if it will happen again!" 
"Just kidding," Hinato said shortly after. "I 
don't want to delay any longer than I already have. Ha 
ha!" 
In the news recently theretas been a lot of 
coverage on the "balloon boy. App'` ently a six year 
old kid climbed into a make-shift ball on and floated 
away. The parents freaked out, and ere were mili-
tary helicopters, grounded flights, d a big hassle. 
Then the balloon landed and the Id was not in it. 
He was later found in the family's g. ge attic. It has 
since then been revealed that it was a hoax. 
Why has this been such a • ig deal in the 
news? It is really quite stupid. I it was going 
to be a stupid ordeal when I heard e kid's name is 
Falcon. Seriously, who names a ki • Falcon? 
In the beginning of this ews story when 
the kid was thought to be in the b oon, it was quite 
confusing as to why it was even big deal. It wasn't 
really a big news story. A little Id is up in a balloon. 
Okay, whatever. Put that on p twelve or some-
thing. At this point it would have b en a news story if 
the little kid was in the balloon and • en fell out from 
twenty stories up. "Little boy tragicilly falls to death 
from homemade balloon." That would have been 
news worthy. To be brutally honest, when everyone 
thought he was in the balloon I was kind of hoping 
that he would fall out. A kid who gets in a balloon 
and floats off deserves to fall to the ground so that 
his stupid genes will not get passed on. Even better, I 
won't have to listen to the stupid story anymore. 
The news networks should not have focused 
on this story as much as they did regardless if the boy 
was in the balloon or not. It is nothing more than a 
fluff piece. News networks focusing on stories like 
this to the point where it is all I hear about is why I 
fail my news quizzes in Journalism class. When I get 
asked what's going on in Iran I say, "I dunno. I didn't 
hear about that in the news. They were talking about 
some freak kid in a balloon." 
People do ridiculous things to have any sort 
of fame. It is asinine. People should only be famous 
for actually doing something, like being a musician 
or professional athlete. Because we need to read 
about those guys and see their twitter feeds. After all 
they are so important. 
I have always hated news stories like this. 
Perhaps it is because they have no affect on me at 
all. It is one of those stories that people will forget 
about in a week or two, and everybody will be talking 
about something else. I just really do not care, and 
get really sick of hearing about them. I have yet to 
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Thanksgiving 
A Holiday that Celebrates Theft, Genocide, Conquering, and Gluttony 
By Ashley Marzolf 
Excited to celebrate Thanksgiving? Don't 
be. It is a holiday that celebrates some of the 
worst parts of United States history! 
It is a well known fact that without the 
help of the Native Americans the Pilgrims of 
Jamestown would not have survived their first 
winter in the New World. Thus they began the 
holiday of Thanksgiving, a celebration of the 
successful harvest. Yet the kindness of the Na-
tive Americans was not repaid. David Ceserani, 
a Holocaust expert, said, In terms of the sheer 
numbers killed, the Native American genocide 
exceeds that of the Holocaust." That's right, the 
Native Americans saved the starving Europeans, 
and the Europeans killed them. 
Furthermore, the Native Americans that 
were not killed had their land taken from them by 
the Indian Removal Act of 1830. The Europeans 
barged in on a perfectly functioning society and, 
instead of paying the indigenous people the re-
spect they deserved, the Europeans sent them off 
to the least habitable land they could find. I do 
not know how you were raised, but in my family 
taking something that does not belong to you is 
stealing! 
In addition to murdering and stealing 
from the United States tried to "civilize" the Na-
tive Americans. George Washington and Henry 
Knox planned to transform the Native American  
culture; AftOr the Indian Wars the government 
made itilldal to practice traditional reli 
I,Tative Am rican children w- orce 
to go to ( oardin.g s aol where they could only 
speak Eli ish They were forced to go to churc 
instead ofipticipating in any of their tribal ffa' 
lions. According to every history book that I've`-<:; 
ever read, when one culture dominates another 
culture and makes them assimilate to their beliefs, 
it is known as conquering. 
As if the history wasn't enough, Thanks-
giving gives us problems right here in the pres-
ent. According to the Center for Disease Control 
(CDC) 24% of Minnesotans are obese! That may 
seem like a lot, but compared to the rest of the na-
tion this statistic is actually in the middle. I would 
love to be baffled by this, but I am not when I take 
into consideration that we have holidays that cel- 
ebrate gluttony. No wonder the United. States has . 	. r 	obesity ; epidemic, when we're trying to 
atidma's stuffing than everyone else 
---atthe-6hle! 
So when you sit doWn to Thanksgiving, 
be thankful that you belong to a country that killed 
most of a population. Be thankful that you belong 
to a culture that took over a nation and forced 
them into a Eurocentric system of beliefs. That 
turkey must taste pretty dry. 
Tattoos in the Workplace 
Is the United States really as diverse as it boasts, or is it still only able to see skin deep? 
By Ashley Marzolf 
According it the June edition of the Journal of the 
American Academy of Dermatology, half of people in 
their twenties have a tattoo or body piercing other than 
traditional earrings. Very soon these twenty year olds 
will graduate and need to enter the work force, will 
they remain unemployed due to their body art? 
Generally, the consensus is yes; they will remain 
unemployed, especially if the tattoo is in a place that is 
difficult to cover up, such as the hands. Randall Han-
sen is a career adviser and professor at Stetson Univer-
sity in Florida, and had this to say, "Although opinions 
of tattoos may have softened a bit in the last one or 
two years, the vast majority of employers prefer to err 
on the side of conservative." 
In conjunction, twenty-seven-year-old Colleen Har-
ris told Fox News, "I think my qualifications should 
speak for themselves." Her tattoos include a pirate 
queen on her arm, a black scrolling tattoo on one 
side of her body extending down her ankle, and on 
her hand is a rose with the words "dangerous magic." 
Which is more important, a professional-looking indi-
vidual or the most qualified person for the job? Most 
rational human beings would agree that the best per- 
son for the job should be hired. 
Everyone has heard that America is an accepting 
melting pot society. It is not! An employer that does 
not hire someone who is an African American be-
cause of the color of their skin gets faced with a law-
suit. Yet, when a person with tattoos is turned down 
for a job, it is deemed all right based on the notion 
of what is considered professional. How can this be? 
To answer, many critics would say that skin color 
is something that a person cannot help, whereas a 
tattoo is someone's personal choice. Should that 
choice be dictated by future employer's perceptions 
of what a professional should look like? 
For example, I am working towards becoming a 
criminal defense attorney and I have four tattoos 
and ten piercings. None of my current tattoos are 
visible, and all of my piercings can be removed. Yet, 
over the summer I seriously contemplated getting 
the temporary henna tattoo I had done on my hand 
permanently inked there. I asked my family and 
friends what their opinion was on the matter, and 
they all agreed that I would never find work as a 
practicing attorney with a hand tattoo. Do I have to  
choose between having the career I want and how I 
desire my body to look? 
In addition, while I was a student at Hamline Uni-
versity, I was taking a legal systems class where we 
did court observations, during one such observation 
I was asked if I needed a public defender. I was prob-
ably asked this because at the time I had bright blue 
hair, my tattoos were showing, and I had a number of 
piercings. The woman drew the conclusion from my 
appearance that I was just another punk kid in trou-
ble. I politely responded, "No thank you, I am just 
here to take notes for class." 
Furthermore, most people get tattoos that have a 
great personal meaning to them. Twenty-four year old 
Jacky Kirkpatrick told the Seattle Times that, "Each tat-
too has a lot of significance for me." Some of them 
were chosen for people she loves. 
What makes a professional a professional? Is it out-
ward appearance, or an exceptional knowledge in a 
specific field? It is a sad day when the person who may 
find the cure for cancer is unable to do so because he/ 
she has a tattoo. 
Photo by Helena Woodruff 
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Concordia Rough Football Season Ends 0-5 at 
Inaugural Sea Foam 
By Helena Woodruff 
The 2009 football season ended with the Gold-
en Bears at 3-8 and 3-7 in the NSIC. They started off 
with a harsh loss against University of Minnesota Du-
luth (0-56) followed by a close road loss against Minot 
State (21-24). 
The Golden Bears three lone victories came 
against MSU Moorhead, Southwest Minnesota State, 
and Upper Iowa. With the late season victories against 
Southwest and Iowa back to back, the team looked 
posed to carry their momentum into the final two 
games of the season. 
However, the Bears lost a tough game on Hal-
loween to Wayne State 21-26 as a wild snap to Brecke 
ended Concordia's chance to take the lead. The Gold-
en Bears were then handed a 20-35 loss from Bemi-
dji State ending their season winless (0-5) at the brand 
new Sea Foam Stadium. 
During the last five games of the season, 
the flip flop quarterback era ended as senior Mitch 
Brecke started over sophomore Spencer Ohm. The 
two quarterbacks had been sharing snaps the first 6 games of the 
season. During that time, the Golden Bears went 1-5. In the last five 
games started by Brecke, the team went 2-3. 
Even though the football team's season was disappointing, 
the team improved as the season went on. Tight end Hayden Vavra 
was recently named to the All-NSIC South First Team. Comment-
ing on the teams play in October, VaVra said, "We are playing better 
as a whole team, not just offense, defense, and special teams. All 
three units are helping each other out. If one makes a mistake the 
other takes it upon themselves to help get the team back on track. 
We are playing smarter football and executing the game plan that the 
coaches have prepared." 
Mitch Brecke said the biggest improvement made was execut- 
ing. "Early in the season we were unable to capitalize on some op-
portunities that were given to us in certain games, and now later in 
the season, we are taking advantage of these situations and putting 
points on the board." 
Senior defensive lineman Kyle Tidemand said, "We are a 
young football team that is being built from the ground up...young 
teams develop slowly, and their character is tested and judged every 
day especially during games...every team is faced with adversity; it 
is how that team deals with adversity that defines them." 
As the season ends, the Golden Bears will lose nine seniors: 
Jordan Schultenover, Joey Lehman, Mitch Brecke, Christian Even, 
Joe Butler, Kyle Tidemand, Donny Severs, Will Brown, and John 
Pimental. Next year the team will have to make major adjustments 
to improve from this season. 
Concordia Soccer Perseveres to Playoffs 
By William Lange 
The Concordia Soccer team lost their last game of the season to a tough St. Cloud 
State squad. Not even the freezing rain could stop the two teams from playing hard through 
double over time. The Huskies defeated the Bears in the final seconds of the icy game. 
The Bears owe most of their success to their strong senior class: Kendra Benson, Roxy 
Kashani, Kyla Rentch, Katie Johnson, and sisters Kate Campione and Taylor Campione. Hav-
ing this many experienced players on the field helps the underclassmen adjust to college play. It 
also helps when the underclassmen are all very talented. 
"We've worked so hard for this opportunity to make the playoffs, and it's incredible 
how much we've grown as a team together and become like a second family to each other. We 
don't get much credit for the effort we put forth, but no matter what, we show up to play and do 
our best." Concordia's Soccer team is often seen as the underdog going into each match. "Even 
our opponents underestimate us before each game," said Kim Suberlich, freshman. "We are a 
strong team and we can't wait to get out there and compete with Winona in our first playoff 
game," Sauberlich added. 
The Golden Bears have _had great success despite battling numerous injuries. 
Many of them have been season ending injuries. Megan Kurtz, Emily Weimelt, Chloe 
Weinberg, and Taylor Campione are on the injured reserve list and will miss the play-
offs. The Bears have played the bulk of the season without these players and have 
adjusted well. 
Roxy Kashani, Kate Campione, and Katie Johnson have been playing though 
injuries of their own and will be available for the playoffs. These seniors have sacri-
ficed their bodies to help their team make the NSIC tournament. Despite the numer- 





missing the playoffs last 
to 
	year the Golden Bears are back! They 
travel down 4. a temn. that beat them earlier this season 3-1 in hopes 
for an upset. The Golden Bears enter the game with an overall record of 8-9-3 
and a conference'record of 
5-6-2. 
The Bears will be,relying on freshman Arielle Stimson. Stimson leads 
Concordia with 24 points on the season. Katie Johnson, second to Arielle in 
goals with 7 on the season, has a big game the Bears will be tough to beat. 
Freshman goalkeeper Kaitlin Budd will be asked to shutout Winona in her first 
post-season start for the Bears. 
mie SWORD 
By Stephen Lybeck 
Interviews By Kevin Jose 
Season Wrap 
The Concordia Volleyball team has gone un-
defeated this season with a record of 31-0. In fact, 
the Golden Bears have gone a ridiculous 68-1 over the 
past two seasons! 
The Bears only loss came against San Ber-
nardino on August 28th, 2008—the first game of the 
2008 season. Ironically, that season ended with a win 
over San Bernardino in the Gangelhoff Center crown-
ing Concordia repeat National Champions. 
This year has been more of the same as the 
team continues to rack up awards. Repeating as 
NSIC player of the year, senior Maggie McNamara 
claimed the all-time NCAA Division II career assist 
record totaling over 7, 0100 career assists. "This team 
is a lot like last year's team, we have a lot of experi-
ence playing in huge matches but still need to work 
on the skills and little things needed to stay ahead of 
everyone," said McNamara. 
Amazingly, senior Mary Slinger received her 
third straight NSIC Libero of the Year award. The 
defensive expert has averaged 4.98 digs per set placing 
her second in the NSIC. "I feel like everyone is con-
nected," said Slinger. 
Adding on to the record books, Kessler 
topped the 1,000 career kill mark adding on to the 
senior's impressive play. 
Slinger said, "There is something to be said about a 
group of thirteen girls that get along and continue 
to do so throughout an entire season." Slinger, Mc- 
Namara, and Kessler join Megan Carlson and Em- 
ily Palkert on the NSIC All-Conference First Team. 
Freshman Cassie Haag received Honorable mention. 
Holding the top ranking in the country for 
the entire season, Concordia volleyball has taken on 
an unbeatable persona. "I 
think that we do a good job 
of not letting the pressure get 
to us by always striving to do 
better," said Kessler. These 
qualities are seen in the team's 
strong demeanor and focus. 
According to numerous mem- 
bers of the team, improve- 
ment and a failure to be sat- vgi 
isfied is what Coach Starkey 
has the team focused on. The record and performance 
confirms the effectiveness of the team's mindset. 
Look Ahead 
With the postseason just around the corner, 
Concordia looks to win their third straight National 
Championship. "Going into the tournament gives us a 
new energy and excitement," said Junior Emily Palkert. 
Another championship would cement the Concordia 
program as a dynasty in division II volleyball. 
Maggie McNamara said, "The first year we 
won a national championship our team was so raw and 
young, we just played so well together and had a blast 
begin the "underdog." The second year we were on the  
opposite side being hunted by every other team, and we 
were expected to do great things. I think we dealt with 
the pressure well and we worked on the things we need-
ed to stay ahead of the competition." 
Like all sports, the ,upset can happen at any 
time. The David and Goliath story will be applied to 
every match Concordia plays in during Regional's and 
hopefully beyond. The focus of the team will be tested 
to the max as anything less than a National Champion-
ship will be seen as a disappointment. 
The biggest test for the team will be to play within their 
strengths. "Many times, wrapped up in the moment, 
we try to do more than our own job description," said 
Slinger. Trust is essential for the team to perform well. 
The team that goes out game after game and 
performs at a high level during the tournament will be 
the most successful. Under a strong coaching staff, the 
Concordia volleyball team is setup for just that. 
2 
PERFECT! 
Track and Field Update 
By Brennan Blomgren 
Conference Championships 
hi early November, Concordia's cross country team went to Bemidji 
for the NSIC Championships. All the cross country teams in the Northern 
Sun Inter-Collegiate Conference raced against one another. The women's 
team took 10th place while the men's team took 11th. 
The team had to face plenty of adversity. "We went into this season 
with only three girls on the team," said Sandra James, one of the team mem-
bers. According to NCAA rules, you need a minimum of five runners to score 
at conference. 
The team borrowed five runners from the track and field team: Hay-
ley Reed, Heather Schmit, Brittany Dohmen, Kenzie Tenter-Fox, and Rachel 
Vrundy. All five of the women scored under 33:40; these outstanding efforts 
did not go unnoticed. 
"They trained for the race for a week and a half, and I was very thank-
ful to have them with us...I felt as though I was being pushed," said James. 
James finished the race with a season best 26:40.4—an improvement of 1:27. 
Junior Katie Monahan led the women with a time of 25:25.1 taking 65th place 
overall. Senior Megan Fulton took 76th place running a 25:59. 
For the men, Jake Womeldorf led the team with a 20th place finish 
with a time of 27:00.9. Seniors Dan Schield (64th place) and Brandon Kotek (84th 
place) had strong performances in their last conference performance. 
Regular Season 
Concordia's cross country team faced many difficult times leading up to their 
conference meet. Coach Jonathan Breitbarth said, "The athletes have done a great 
job with this unusual season." Breitbarth is referring to how the schedule had been 
scrutinized all year. Meets had been pushed back and scrunched together. • 
In a four week stretch starting in late September, the team had to run in two 
inches of snow. Breitbarth said, "I give the athletes credit. With the unusual circum-
stances our athletes have stayed focused." 
The team ran in bunched up meets giving them little recovery time. This was 
just another obstacle that the group persevered through. 
The team has had four superb runners for the past four years. "We have 
been blessed by our seniors Dan Schield, Sandra James, Megan Fulton, and Brandon 
Kotek," said coach Breitbarth. All these seniors will graduate this year. Breitbarth 
said, "With this senior leadership came a strong focus and confidence. Each one of 
these individuals has been valuable and will be missed next year." 
recycling opportunities on Concordia's campus. Andy hoped the booth to act as 
a platform to introduce his initiative to the Concordia community. Fields said he 
wishes "to create a stronger health consciousness on campus specifically in regards 
to recycling. Concordia's recycling efforts need improving and Tetra Delta hopes to 
achieve that." 
Information booths, such as Andrew's, seemed to captivate many members 
of the student body. Freshman Jacorra Andrews felt particularly enlightened. "I 
would definitely come next year if it was put on. I learned a lot. The most interesting 
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Second. Annual Health Fair Driven by Student Body 
By Eman Abdullahi 
The Kinesiology Department sponsored a Health Fair on Tuesday, October 
20th in the Buenger Education Center. This was the second Health Fair on Concor-
dia, St. Paul's campus; the first fair took place in Fall 2007. 
The Health Fair was opened by Campus Ministry and a majority of the groups on 
campus were represented such as CAB, UMOJA, Student Senate, Tetra Delta, and 
many more. 
Health information was displayed in a variety of ways ranging from the 
standard poster boards, to the Nintendo Wii, and stress balls. The objective of the 
fair was to educate students about all aspects of health. There were four health 
booths represented: Physical, Environmental, Social, and Mental Wellness. 
Biology and kinesiology major Britt Bickert helped organize the fair by recruiting 
groups and organizations to present. "I think the Health Fair is very important 
because it brings attention the things about your health that you never realized," 
said Britt. 
One particular booth that drew attention was the Tetra Delta sponsored 
booth focused on Environmental Wellness. Facts about recycling were dispersed as 
well as various tips for reducing our ecological footprints on the planet. 
Biology major/environmental science minor Andy Fields is a proponent of better 
1 In The Paint with Jamie Jones: 
Shooting for First Place Finish 
Rebounding From 
a Tough Season 
By William Lange 
Everyone get ready for Concordia women's 
basketball! After an exciting first place finish in the 
NSIC last season, the women's team is ranked second 
in the NSIC Coach's Poll. 
In an interview with Captain Jamie Jones, she said, 
"I am pleased to see that we were ranked second. It 
shows that the league respects our team. I also feel 
that we should be number one and come conference 
play we will show everyone why." 
Jamie was not shy about letting everyone 
know the team plays physical. "We have a lot of 
guard play and big posts that can bang down low," 
said Jones. 
According to Jones, "Most of our players are back. 
Though we are missing Tori (Lythjohan) and Michelle 
(Hugelen), we do have people stepping up to the plate 
and playing ball. I feel that the players from the team 
last year found where they wanted to finish off the 
rest of their academic and basketball years while the 
players we have on the team this year are focused and 
ready for this year." 
Along with size, the Bears have speed and 
chemistry on the court. Jones said, "We will be able 
to run the court better and have a real stable back 
court. If we can't pull it out in guard play, we got the 
posts down low and vice versa. We have an overall 
better driving and shooting team and have some of 
the fastest girls in the league." 
Commenting on the new players, Jamie said, 
"They bring competition more than anything to the 
court. Everyone is on each other in practice and we 
are becoming a better team from it." Due to the depth 
of this team, the bench performance should be out-
standing. 
The Bears will just have to keep good ball 
movement with every player having the ability to 
score from anywhere on the court. Ball movement 
and consistency is the key to victory for this year's team. 
This year, the Golden Bears are shooting for 
a National Championship. They will be working very 
to get it this year. With their coaches' motivation and 
players' talent; the National Title is not out of sight. 
The team has high hopes as they look for their 
ninth straight, 20+ win season under head coach Paul 
Fessler. Full of new talent, the women's team looks 
to advance to the NSIC Tournament title game for the 
sixth time in eight years. The Bears kick off their season 
against a strong St. Thomas team. 
By William Lange 
This season, the men's basketball team 
was picked to finish 6th by the NSIC Coaches' 
Poll. This rank comes after Concordia finished 
13-15 overall and 11-9 in conference last year; 
they ended the season tied for 7th in the confer-
ence. 
The Golden Bears are optimistic for a 
competitive season. Captain Sammy Ricks said, 
"I think that the pre-season ranking is accurate 
based on what we have coming back and where 
we -finished last year, but it doesn't really mean 
anything." According to the players, the coaching 
staff, led by head coach Kelly Boe is expecting the 
team to be in the hunt for the conference champi-
onship. 
Sammy Ricks said, "We need to get use 
to playing with each other because we have a lot 
of new faces." Building chemistry will be essen-
tial to having a good season. 
When asked about the loss of so many 
players, Sammy replied, "We have a lot of upper 
classmen on the team so we should be able to deal 
with the loss of players by using our experience." 
With their experienced players, the Bears should 
be able to use their newer ditions to help on the 
court as well Sammy tided; Our new players 
add a lot o athletic 1 ity." The talent that they 
bring shoul help t team out right 
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